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Part A

THE EVOLUTION or VORTICITY IN A FREE

SHEAR LAYER WITH COMPRESSIBLE

TURBULENCE

A bstract

i\ supcrsonic Llidwicg tllbl' is lIsed to prodllce a free sl1l'l1r with

compressible turbulence. Resonance radiation from Laser Induced FluoresCl'nCl'

provides a calibrated density diagnostic. i\ new experimental procedurl' a(brds

the irnplementation of a Direct Velocity Estimation technique based on a large

scale one-dimensional approximation to the Navier-Stokes eqllations. Strong

velocity fluctuation bursts have been observed in the free sl1l'ar layer. They

suggest an important roIe for velocity gradients in this f10w rl'gin1l'.

Whcn V.U oF- 0, free shear Iayers with compressible turbulencc can show a

sensitivity of second viscosity to Reynolds numbN. Using a dominant !11od('

approach, a resonance-likc bchavior for vorticity fluctuations is cakulatl'd.
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I. 1ntroduction

I\ecent\y it is found (Brown & }\oshko)[11 th<lt J mixing I<lYl'r is domin,1ll'd

by large scale coherent vortical structures. Brown and Roshko have studied the

cffect of density fluctuations on the growth rate of mixing IJyers. They found

that density effects alone cannot exp1<1in the slow growth rJte of the supcrsonic

shear layer. The effect of flow compressibility on turbulence is of interest In

many applications including high-speed external f10w ann supcrsonic

combustion. ln astrophysics, chemical reactions, drag and. noisl' rl'duction there

is an intense interest in effect of comprcssiblity.

Another study [2] o~ the compressible shear layer showed that the

compressibility effects indeed play a domin<1nt roll' in the slow growth rate of

the layer. In high Mach number fluid flows, compressibility is a/so appJrent\y

important in the formation of coherent structures; their interaction with

surrounding environment seems to be the cause of a subsequent generation of

transient shock waves known as shock\ets. It is speculated thilt these structures

in compressible flow <He Jssociated with the generJtion of t\1l' vorticity in tl1l'

fully devl'loped turbulent flow. Other studies have linked tilt' dl'creJsed growth

rate at supersonic convective \1ach numbers to the existl'I1Cl' of shocks JIHl

shocklets [3]. Therdore the shocklets were assumed to hindl'r tl1l' growth rJLe

by both the production of cOUl1tl'r vorticity, Jnd by rl'ducing tlw turbuil'nCl'

scales. TI1e turbulent motion is therdore to he composed of VJfious sized

eddies (and their associated frequencies) which hllve Il cl'rtJin kil1l'tic l'l1l'rgy

determined by their vorticity or by the intensity of the velocity f1uctuJtion of

the corresponding frequl'ncy.



However, none of these speculations hJve been reported. SpeciJlly, there

is the question of the distribution of kinetic energy of turbu 1('nc(' Jmong the

various frequl'ncies. lt is possible on the Llverage, to alJocdtl' II ccrti.l in dmount

of the total energy to J distinct frequency. Turbulent motion CJn bc Jssumcd to

consist of the superposition of eddies of vJrious sizcs Jnd vorticities with

distinguishable upper and lower limits. From this perspective, the upper size

limit of the eddies should be determined mainly by the 5i7.e of the apparatus in

which the flow is taking place whereas the lower limit is determined by

viscosity eHects and decreases with increasing velocity of the Jverage f1ow.

Thus, at high Reynolds number, the roll' of the viscosity effects might couple

directly into the turbulent energy deposition mechanisms, therefore, one can

see how the vorticity measurement in compressible f10w CJn leJd to the

understanding of turbulence phenomenon in regimes with strong spectral

modes; one also sees an important role which rotJtional cffects in

nonequilibrium turbulent environment might playon the evolution of

viscosity.

This dissertation research is intended to address this need. There will be J

general focus on phenomena driven by velocity gradients and velocity

fluctuations. A determination has been made, first of Jlt of the relJtionship

between the influence of nonequilibrium relJxJtion on tlll' evolulion of sl'conti

viscosity. A relJtionship has been estJblishcd between tlll' second viscosity,

turbulence and the relaxJtion time for a nonequilibrium process. In Jddition, J

new weU calibrated technique using IJser induced f1uOrl'SCl'nc(' for dir('ct

velocity estima tes from density time histories has been proven so JS to JlJow

the evolution of vorticity on the axis of J supersonic free sheJr IJYl'r to be

meJsured. Dominant modes seem to plJY Jn important roll' in ccrtJin regimes

of supersonic turbulenl' f10w wlll're shockll'ts are obsl'rvl'd. TIll'rl'foH', a new



theoreticaI approach to vorticity transport using implications from these results

will also be given which focusl's on f10w regimes where dominant modl's l'xist.

Specifically, an l'xperin1l'ntal <lIll! tlworl'ticai study aimed at 111t'<lsurin,l-; <ml!

modeling the vorticity by using the laser induced fluorescence tl'chnique (I.IF)

is initiated. By using the energy balance equation and assuming that the pnKl'ss

is isentropic the gas flow still can be considered JS Jn ideal gJS (The sample rate

will be 50Ons and the Reynolds number is as high as 10
8

), the percentage üf the

nitrogen dioxide, which is the tJrget for the laser beam and providcs the

fluorescence signal, is Jow enollgh so thJt reJctive proccsses CJn be neglected.

The density is meJsured by the cJlibration of the fluorescence JgJinst known

densities. One can obtain the velocity and, with a time history the velocity

fluctuations from the following

')

(1)

U
where M = - is the MJch nllmber

C

BT
C -+

Il at
(2)

The velocity profile llCross the ~;J1l',H laYl'r providcs J Shl'Jr flo\\' pictul"l' \\'hich

will be used to understJnd the tL'rbulent structure of the frel' sl1l'Jr IJyer. hom

the isentropy relation the pressur, 1 P, Jnd the temperatllre '1' «111 be ca1culJted

when the dellsity is meJsurcd. Therdore, Jll the dJtJ needed to invcstigJtl' the

behavior of the free sheJr layer Ml' available and, consequent\)' ,thl' \'ol"ticity

signature can <'ventua Ily bl' idl'nti fied.



Il . Background

'1'0 clllculate the f10wfield pro~X'rties we need to use equlltions 1Ilgebrilic,

differential, or integral which relate the pressure, the density, the tempcrature,

the volume etc with boundary conditions connected to the problem of interest.

The basic principles of mass conserVJtion, Newton's law and encrgy

conservation are applied to a smJlJ neighborhood surrounding a point in the

f10w resulting in düferential equations which describe the flow properties at

that point.

Basic equations in compressible flow

Continuity equation

This equation states that the net mass f10w into the control volume must

equal the rate of the increase of milSS inside the control volume. lt is Ilw

conservation of mass. 111e differentiJI representation of this statement is

ap + div (pV) =0at
and the integral form of the same continuity equation is

-fpV. ds '" ~fPdV

The momentum equation

(l)

(4)

The time rate of change of mom\~ntum of the f1uid that is flowing through

the control volume at any instilnt is l'quaI to the net force exertcd on t1w f1uid



inside the volume. The differential represenlalions of the moml'nlum

l'qulltion in the x, y ,lInd z directions rl'spl'ctively lire

ù( p V) cl' ( Y) ùp f-a-t- + IV pU == - -a-X + p x

à( pV) + cl iV (p VY) == _ àp + pf
at ày y

à( pY) + div (pW V) == - Op + p f
at . OZ Z

whcre fis the body forces and u, v, W lire the three compon('nts of the

velocity V in a rectangular system of coordinates.

The integral form of that statement is

(5)

f(pY·ds)V +
~

(0)

The differentilll form of the first lllw of thcrmodynlllllic is lIpplied to an

inviscid fluid flow lIncl the rl'sult clin bl' l'xprcssl'd as follo\Vs

~ ~a y'- y'-
at (p(e + 2 )) + div(p(e + T)Y) == - div(pY) + rq + p(L Y)

(7)



Where e is the internaI energy of the element of f1uid of inten'st Zlnd q is the

heat added per unit mass. This equation is called the encrgy cquation. The

equations (4), (5), (6), (7) are the general equation which apply at any point in

an unsteady three dimensional f10w of compressible inviscid f1uid. One ean

notice they are nonlinear partial differential equations.

The Reynolds equations of motion for incompressible flow

The above equations of motion are valid for the analysis of fluid flow

turbulent or laminaL Let us consider an instantaneous velocity component at

point as the fbllows[4], [5]

U(t) = U + U'(t)

where

1 fI' r/:'
II =- u(t)dt

T 1 - r/2

and T is the period of averaging and should include a large number of

fluctuations.

For a quasi-incompressible flow , the mean values do not vary with tin1l'.

The equation of continuity of the instantaneous fluctuations is

au' GV' aW'
-+-+--=0aX ay aZ

(8)

(9)

(10)

The Navier-~:,tockesI..'quation for quasi-steady incompressible flows can be

written as



(12)

(l

- - ou - ou - ou OU'U' OV'U' ùw'u'
a = U - + v - + W - + + + ---

x ox oy oz ox oy oz

(II)

This equation is the equation of the mean flow for the x-direction. In the same

way, equations can he written for the other directions. The quantities sllch as

- pU'U' are the Reynolds stress components. Because of the presence of the

unknown Reynolds stresses the solutions for the equation of the motion can

not he found unless additional information about these stresses is available.

Such information can he found using the mixing-Iength hypothesis for

example.

Vorticity correlation and vorticity spectrum

The vorticity is the eurl of the velocity with the components
OUk(X) .

Olx) = Eijk ~
lJX j

Where E" k is the altemating tenseur.
IJ

The vorticity vector is perpendicular to the velocity vector.

Let us consider the field shown in Fig.1

The vorticity correlations at points M and M' are given by the follmving

expression

(n)

where

Xl = q + r = r2

Bence



oum(r l) ou q(r:0

OX 1 àx' p
(14)

I()

2
<Olr)Oj(r'» = - bjjV R1lr) +

Thercfore the vorticity correlations Jt points M and M' bccomc
'1o"'-R ll(r)

orpr j

From the continuity equation one obtains

R·· (r) =R·· (r) =01j,j 1j,1

Therefore

(17)

[f we take the Fourier transform of the vorticity correlations, wc obtain
_ '1 _ '1_

Wiik ) = (bijk'" - kik)cPlI(k) - k'"cPjlk)

where W i/k) is called the vorticity spectrum tensor.
_ '1_

Wjj(k) = k'"cPij(k)

(15)

(16)

(18)

(19)

This last particular vorticity spectfllm tensor is identical with the spectfllJ11 of

viscous dissipation of kinetic energy.

Boundary approxinlations for the free turbulent shear f10ws

Free turbulent flows arc bounded on at lcast one side by ilm bient fluid of

neariy the same dcnsity which is not turbulent and is usually in irrotaliun,d

flow[6]. From obselvation, it is found that the gradients of mean values in thl'

direction of the main flow which is the ox direction arc considerably less lhan

in the transverse direction.



ln addition to the boundary approxirn,ltion in free turbulent shedr f10ws

the assumption of similarity or seIf-prl'sl'r\'ation will l'le made l''ecause the free

turbulent shear layer region is extrel11l'ly elongatcd in tlll' main-flow dirl,ction.

Self-preservation is used to indicate that the turbulL'ncl' milint<lins its structure

during the development of the turbulent region in the downstream direction

of the main flow. The assumption of self-preservation allows one to reduce the

number of independent variables and by this way the governing d ifferential

equations may he considerably simplified.

ln free turbulent shear flow the production of turbulence is determined by

the gradient of the mean-vcIocity distribution which depends on thc

turbulence generated upstream and transportl'd downstn'am by turbu k'nee

diffusionby convection. Let us introducc L the length scale for variation of

mean quantities which is the length scale in ox direction and 1 the transverse

length scale that is in oy direction. The continuity equation for the mcan flow

can be written as

au + ~)V + aw = 0
ax t1)' 8z (20)

wl1l'n' U. V. \V arc the n1l'an vl'locilil's in 11ll' Ibn'l' din'rtions in 11ll' l'MIl'sian

coordinates and U, V, W are the corresponding fluctuating vc1ocities.

U = li - U . is the total variation (lf I1wan velocit), over a tranS\/l'rSe
~ III a x 111111

section of constant x. Il follows that the trilnsverse mean velocities arc of ordl'r

(U, + L dU,)-'
. dx L

where Ulis the flow velocity just outside tlll' turbulent flow,

(21)



1
The momentum equation in the ox direction when the terms of order are

L
omitted is

1
j t

(22)

CorrespondinglYt for the y direction one has

- 2
8vw = _ BP +vVV
aZ ay .

(23)

for turbulent Flow the Reynolds number is neccssarily large and un/css

"l "l .,

is comparable with q~L- /1-1 the equation is approximately

----;:;- --

aV ~ + avw = _ ap
ay az ay

(24)

(2~)

where qo is the scale velocity for the f1uchléltions and PI is the pressure just

outside the free shear layer.

The ambient flow is irrotational and thus the cquation of the rnotion for this

part of the Fluid is

dPI + U dU\ = 0
dx 1 dx (26)



If oy is in the direction of maximum transverse gradient whcre the error in

--;0;

this approximation i~ smalll'st and P + y'" = p), thl'n the bdll'r

approximation would be

J .~

u oU + VoU +W oU + OUY + OUW +
OX oy OZ ày OZ

-') -')-

oCU"-y" )-U oU!
àx - 1ax

(27)

ln this equation 1 the terms which are small when compared to the order
1
L~

have been neglected.

For flow homogeneous in the y direction with mean flow in the xoz plane the

equation in the x component becornes

L~

UoU + W au + OUW + oC LI - W" ) = U 1 au J

OX OZ OZ OX àx

The equation of the energy is [7]

(2H)

DE
p Dt

à
-pE +ot

o
àx·

J

a (al' J(U.pE)=- K-.-+0.jlJj
J 8x. ax. .J

.1 .J

(29)

where E is the totall'l1L'rg)' and

G·· = - PO,.+ 11(D .. - 2 80..J
.JI 1.1'" JI 3 1.1

Let us introduce the square of the velocity

(30)



1 ••

ut!. = U.U. +2U.u. + u·u·
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

= U. U. + 2 U. u. + (1:2
1 1 1 1

The rate of change of the kinetic energy is

Then the total rate of change of the turbulent kindic energy re<lds

Dq:2 a P q:! _alT
--=--u. -+- -u.u.-_.1
Dt 2 aX

j
1 p 2 1 .1 aX

j

(Jl)

D (au. aU'J+V--lJ, __1 + __.1 -
ax. 1 ax. ax.

.1 J 1

au. au. au.__, +-_.1 .1

ax. ax. DX ..1 . 1 • 1 (J2)

ln our experiment, the Reynolds number is to b<.' high cnough so lh<ll tlw

viscous terms C<ln be negk\cted compiHed to the othl'fs tl'fms of this l'xprl'ssion.

,],hus the tot<ll rate of change of the turbulent kim'tic enl'rgy lwcomes

D q:! __ a P q:! ,- arr
--- --u. -+- -1111--.1

Dt 2 DX i 1 P 2 1 .1 DX i

Equation for the vorticity

(JJ)

The balance equation for mass, momentum <lnd <.'nC'rgy and the

constitutive equation arc the bllsic equations describing compressible f1ows.



11 )

The equation of continuity is

op 0
-+-pU. =0ot OX

j
1

The momentum equation IS

where 8 is the dilatiltion (the divergenCl\ of the velocity).

(J4)

(5)

The equation for the momentum balance Ciln bl\ trilnsforml'd to the one for the

vorticity balance by taking the curl of equation (35)

This yields for the vorticity defined as

the equation

au·
Ok = Eijk --

I

8x·
.1

(36)

1 1
=-D.. +-DkEoo

k2 1.1 2 . 1.1

where Eij k is the ilIternating third-order tensor .

(7)

(ln)



Il dl'termilws the dcformation of llw fluid .1I1d is c.l1lL'd lIw dcformalion
1 J

l('[)sor. The anlis\'mmelrical part DI. E'i k dl'lermines a rolillion wilhout

ddormiltion; it ddines the vorticity of llw motion.

nI. is cillled the vector of the antisyml'lriCill tl'nsor. It IS idl'nlifil'd with the

vorticity ilnd (ln el}uivaJent relation is

n = BD i
~lk Cijk--

Bx·J
'l'hl' significance of the first term on the right-hand side of equation (37) is

readJy seen through its mathematical similarity to the corresponding term in

the Navier-Stokes equation. The action of viscosity produces diffusion of

vorticity down a vorticity gradient, just as it produces diffusion of mom0ntum

down a momentum gradient.

The third term of th right -hand side of equation is the action of the variation

of the velocity on the vorticity. In three dimensional flow there are vorticity-

chilnging processcs élssociated with that term.

The second and fourth terms on the right - hand side of equation (37) are due

to the compressibj)ity of the f1uid, they arc zero when lhe fluid is

incom pressible.

5 hocks waves

The existence of shocks wave is one of the most dislinguishing fl'alure of

compressible fluid motion. When both viscous and tlwrm,d diffusion Ml'

negligible for an ideal fluid (high Reynolds number and short measuring

times) a shock wave is a discontinuity surface of flow field quanti lies such as

tlw density, the pressure and the velocity component normill to the shock. For



the normLl\ slwck wave, the f10w IS su pl'rsunlc on one sidl' of the shuck and

subsonic on tll(' othN sid('. Tt is known that there is (l strong rclationship

bctwl'l'n vorticity and shock waves. The vorticity is crl'atl'd inside a curved

shock waVl' through the intcr,lCtion of f1uid clements lInd the intensificiltion of

the compression in fluid elL'ments.

In a situatiun where the pressure field is strong, the velocity difference

betwe<,n a local flow spced and a coherent structure's convective speed, will

form a transient shock wave cal/cd a shocklet. The pressure field will always

counter the initial structure circulation over a portion of the structure's

contourilnd the formation of counter vorticity i1nd consequent structure

splitting will occur. The shocklets will affect the turbulence scale and

production of counter fluctuating vorticity.

The f10w parameters across the shock wave will be different. The jump

conditions depend on the direction and the curvature of the shock wave.

The jump conditions relations are as follows [8] , [9] 1 [10] 1 [11]

2
(y + l)M s

P2=------PI
2

p,.,

..,
2gM; - (g -

(g + 1) (39)

LI n2

2Cy - I)M s + 2
2

(y + l)M s
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whe rc'

is thc' lv1ach numbc'r ,and p 2 ' P2' LI n2 ,li 12 are the density, the pressure,

the normal and parallel unit vectors to the shock wave respectively. Wi th

this, the spatial dcrivatives of the jump conditions ::an be obtained by taking

the normal and tangential derivatives respectively

ap2
---
al

2
4(y + I)M stanS

2 2 Pl
r((y - 1)Ms + 2)

GUl2 =l(y - I)M~ - 2]tanH

aJ r(y + J)M 2
s

li n1

(40)

r

~[(- y+3)M~ - (Y+5)]tane

r(y + J)[(Y-l)M~+2]

aU I2 = _Un 1

al

aU I2
---

al

The normal derivatives arc



on
2M :(l-M :)+(Y+ 1)[J(y-I )M:-(y-J)M~ + 2(y+2)]tan 2

a
") PI

reM ~ - 1)[(y-I )M ~+2r
(41)

2

r(y+ 1)

The sal11t' manipu lations will bc done to dcrivc the othcr normal derivJtivcs.
~ ~

2YM; - (y- 1) 3M; + 1 2
8-----2- 2 tan lInl

(y+ l)M s Ms - 1

wl1l'rl\ the radius of the curvature is

1
r=--

ae
al

and f) is the l'mgle of attack.

'l'hus, the vorticity gencrated behind the shock wave can be computed from

Hw jump conditions and the spatial dcrivatives of the velocity as follows

(42)

that is

(43)
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Eddy shocklels

111l' existl'IlCl' of eddy shocklcts III compressibll' turbulencl' has important

consl'ljuencl's iL'ading for examplL' to conversion of turbulent kinetic l'nergy ta

internai energy via the pressure-dilatation correlation and additional kinetic

enl'rgy decay through dilatational dissipation produced by shocklets [121. Most

of the studies of turbulent structures have been donc on low Mach number

fIows v.11l're the compressibility does not play an important roll' and in this case

it is impossible to form weak shock wave.

ln blith 2D and 3D simulations, at sufficient high Mach numbers, eddy

shocklets are found and are confirmed to display the characteristic of an oblique.

shock wave[13]. lIowever, in the 3D simulations these shocks are weak.

Shocklets and vorticity generation

For supersonic flows, regions of strong compression can he formed

resulting in the formation of shock wave in the f1ow. The propagation of such

shock wave or eddy shocklet will interaet with the fIow field and other

structures [14] in supersonic shear flow. The shocklets affect the structure's

size and transfer turbulent energy in the fIow field and produce vorticity

behind the shocklets. The turbulent shocklets are associated with bursting

phenomenon in the supersonic frl'e sheilf layl'f. The bursts are in turn

assoc:.lled \Vith the evolution of structurl' ilnd the transfer of turbulent energy

in the flow field. Pirst evidence of this bu rsting phenomena was provided by

/hang ct al. as shown in Fig. 2 when.' the free sl1l'ar layer shows concentrated

collections of strong density signais.

l.ee et al .[151 have found that shocklets can be formed in tluee dimensional

homogeneous turbulence simulations. They concluded that the presence of

shocklets is important due to the conversion of turbulent kinetic energy to

internai energy via the pressure dilatation correlation.
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Kolmogorov length

I\n l'~~l'ntiill chiH<lctl'ristic of fully turbulent fluid is tl1l' presence (lf vorticity in

lLHge <l1110unts <lnd the development of vorticity in irrot<ltion<ll f1uid depends,

in tlw fi"st pl<lce on viscous diffusion of vorticity <lcross the bounding surf<tce.

1\ lju<llit<ltive description of the transfer of vorticity to the irrotational fluid

m<lY b" given by considering the influence on the viscous diffusion of eddies in

groups of increasing sizep6]. The smallest eddies would producc ripples on an

initially sharp interface with wavelengths comparable with the Kolmogorov

1ength

1

R (_E)-2and inducc rates of strain of order 1-' =
V

(44)

which compress the diffused

layer al the wave crests and strectch it in the throughs.

A[ter il lime t, the average advance of vorticity into the ambicnt fluid will be

roughly

(45)

wlll're ~ is the entrainmcnt parameter dcfincd <15

(46)



which is Il constlll1t for any kind of self-preserving flow bllt varies considerllbly

from ont' kind to IInother.

The areJ Mach number relation at the olltlet of the nozzle ln the

Llidwieg Lube during the measuring time

One clin find in the litterature the way to derive the Reynolds number lit the

outlet of the nozz.le. The higher pressure, is P4 and Po the stagnation pressure

and T =T ='1' the stagnation temperature where T
4

is the temperature of the
a 0 4

raOffi. Let us first of ail derive the normal shock wave relation

The basic normal shock wave relations (respectively the continuity, the

momentum and the energy equations ) are

PlU 1 = P2U2

Pl + PlU 1 = P2 + P2U2

U~ U~
hl +-=h2 +-

2 2

(47)

AH the parametcrs ahead of the shock wave have sllbscript 1 l'Ind those behind

the shock wave have 2.

By (nl1lhining the continuity equation , thl' rnornenturn equation ,the equation

of energy and the speecl of sound in a calorically perfect gas wc obtain the

foiiowing relation[9J, [18J
')

*L.

(48)

This relation is called the Prandtl relation where a is the speed of sound when

we suppose that the Mach number is 1 .

A relation between the Mach nllmber ahead and behind the shock wave can

also be derived from the Prandtl equation



1\ rebtio'1 l1l't\Vl'en tl1l' Milch nllmber ill1l'ild ilnd behind the shock Wilve can
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Zllso be d('rived from the Prilndtl ('(juiltion

Dl U2 ""
=- -" -* = M,M 2

a a

or

The MilCh numbcr behind the shock Wilve is

') 1 + [(y - 1)/2lM ~M;=.. 2
yM 1 - (y - 1)/2

(49)

(50)

(51)

The flow ahead the shock wave must be supersonic hence this last relation

shows thilt the flow behind the shock Wilve must be subsonic.

The sllock relations for the other pJrilmeters ilre

For the pressure
2

+ yM I
2

+ yM 2

For the tempcrilture

And for thL' density one obtJins

P2 = Il + YM~](~ I)~
PlI + yM J 2

Finally the stagniltion milgnitude of the pilrameters can also be obtained.

If the area at the throat of the the nozzle is A* and that at the outlet is

(52)

(5:1)

(54)



Aoutld, htl'n the continuity equation between the two locations is

pUA =pUAoutkt

1lenCl' the ratio of A* tn AOUIIPl IS

-A-

*'
Aouùet _ pU

* pU
A

or

(55)

(56)

"

*A

AOlltlet

M
Y+ 1

"f"2 y-l 2]2(Y-l)---..(l+-M)
Y+ 1 2

(57)

(58)

is the ratio of the areas of the throat <lnd the outlet. 111is equation shows us that

the Mach number at any location in the Ludwieg tube is a function of the ratio

of the local tube area to the sonic throat area. From this, the Reynolds numbl'f

at the outlet of the nozzle of the Ludwieg tube during the measuring time can

be found since generally the following relation holds

Re
D (P4, TÛ'M)

*
and M = M(A /AolitleJ

Distinguishing the three states of fJow at the nozzJe's exit

(59)

When the diaphragm breaks, one can deaI with tluee types of fIow states.
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1- There can exist a wake and an expansion wave from the nozzle. This means

Ih,ll 1111' b,ll'k pressurl' Jround tl1<' outlL,t of tlw nO/Ile is Jess than the pressure

of the flow at the outlet section. Then the Mach number of the flow behind the

l'xpansion wave will be more than the Mach number of the initial fla\\' at the

outlet. '1 hl' directions of the axis of t1ll' wake and the flow behind the

expansion wave are different from the direction of the initial flow.

2- 1l1erl' may be a wake and an oblique shock wave from the outlet of the

nozzle. This means that the back pressure is more than the pressure of the flow

at the outlet. ln this case ,the Mach number behind the shock wave will he less

than tl1(' Mach mumber of the initial flo\\'. '111C direction of the axis of the wake

and thl flow behind the shock wave are in ward more or less aimed toward the

center of the tL'st section.

J- lherl' may be neither expansion waves nor shock waves from the outlet of

the nozzlc, just a wake in the form of a frl'e shear layer. This state means that

the back pressure around the oultet of the nozzle is the same as the pressure of

the f]ow at the outlet. In this case, the Mach mumber,Reynolds number and the

direction of the initial flow Jre unchanged and the direction of the axis of the

wake will be the same as that of the initial Dow. This is the state that we need

ill1d haVl' crl'ated in our experiment on the turbulent compressible flow. The

pn'ssure conditions (that is, il dctcrminiltion of P4 and the ratio P4/Pl)for this

Mt' dl'lcrmined by studies of shadographs photogrilphs at the test section and

Ml' con(irmed by the density measuremcnts during the Ludwieg tube fi rings.

The velocity calculation

ln our experiment a supersonic flow is generated by the Ludwieg tube in

which velocities and velocity gradients can be determined. The previous

discussions make c1car the important roll' which such determinations play in
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our ability to undersland turbulent flow. The s<lmple r<lte is 500 ns and the

l'l'\'1111ld" 1l1lmLwr is <lS high <lS -108 _ [n l!lis l'ilSl' Ill(' proCl'SS (,111 be considered

isrntropic. Jn <lddition, the g<ls of the flow (2':; uf N0
2

<lnd 9R ()/r, of N
2

mixture )

can be considerl'd <lS <ln ideal g<lS since the percent<lge of N0
2

is smllil. Then the

following l'nergy b<llance equation holds

1 2 1 2
h 1 + - U l == h Î + - th2 "- 2 "-

In our case this eqlwtion can be written Ils

1 2
CpT +-ll =C[)Tu2

The index 0 st<lnds for frozen v<llue. 1110 speed of the sound is

Î Op
a"- == (-) = yRT

àp S

and il enables us to write the el1l'rgy equ<ltÏon <lS follows

(60)

(61)

(62)

1 2
III +

2
a

y - 1 y - 1
(63)

1his 1,1st l'lllUllion l'an bl' written 111 a way SlIC!l 1!l,lt the M<lch number <lnd tl1l'

dl'Ilsily <Hl' involvl'd l!l<lt is

1 2_
1

Po = (1 + _Y_- M )y- 1

P 2
(64)

The free stre<lm velocity C<ln be c<llcubted when the density 15 obtained from

111l' O1l'asurl'ml'nt using the c<llibrùtion curvl'S_
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Another assumption can be madl' if the Reynolds nl'lmber is high enough

<lnd tht' Inl'asuring time is short. In this t'vent tlw flc\w can bc considcrL'd

inviscid and non conducting. The energy equation is

pf.u· + pq -~ (PU) =~ (W) +~ ("VU)
1 1 at at aXj

Where

1 2
W = pe + - pU

2

and fi is an l'xternal force per unit milSS.

Thercfore

D 1 2 ap.
P - (- li ) = - li· - + ptll'Dt 2 1 ax. 1 1

1

and

De D(~)
-+p =q
Dt Dt

The toti.d enthalpy is

o 1 2 . 1 oP- ( h + - U ) = (1 + t ·lI· + ---
Dt 2 Ilot

P

And for an ideal gas

1 2 1 2
h+-u =CT+-Ll

2 p 2

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)
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Whl'n tlH'rl' is no external force the first term on the Idt sj(:.e in eqllation (65)

\S Il'W. The first tl'rm in the right-hand sidl' of l'Ljllation (69) is also I.ero

when the flow is nonconducting .

hom the wl'!l known relation

y

1

(71)

one can obtain the following equation

(72)

From the isentropy relation the pressure and the tcmperature can be

cdlcllfatl'd w\1l'n the density is measured. The local dcnsity histories are

obtail1l'd <md also the time and space derivatives of the density, the pressure

and temper<ltllre can be calculated from the quantities which have been

measured. Therefore the x component of the Navier-Stokes equation in

i Ill,' iscid and nonconducting f10w is

cH) +

àt
(7J)

hom the three equations (71, 72, 7J) the three components of the velocity can

he obtained. The f10w in the free sheélr layer is predominantly two

dimensional. The streamwise and transverse components of the velocity are

tl1<.'n caJclIlatl'd.



From our experiment results, the derivatives of the velocity can be obtained.

We will use the technique similar to the finite - difference grid as follows

The computational fluid dynamic techniques are predicated on the ability to

expand the flow field proprieties in terms of a Taylor's series [19].

If lli,j is the x component of the velocity at point (i, j ) then the velocity llj+ 1, j

at point (i+ 1 , j ) can be obtained from

29

,..., (au)u· 1 . ,..., u· . + - Llx
1+ , J I,J aX' .

I,J (74)

The higher order terms have been ncglected. The same thing can he done in the

y di rection bctween II i , j +1 and II i,j to obtain

Hi . +1 ~ Hi . + (au) /j.y
, J ,J ày i,j (75)

The approximation used to get the derivative of the velocity in x and y

direction is good if /j.X and /j.y are small enough. In our experiment

LU = /j.y =0.5 mm.

That is a gond resolution which enSUf('S us of a good approximation. ft hils been

possible to have that resolution because the optical set up (system II) is resting

on lln optical tilblc.' which hJS hyd rJulie legs so thilt the vibriltions in the room

arc ilbsorbed.

The flow in the free shear layer is predominantly two-dimensional. The

streamwise and transverse components of the velocity are then calculated.
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Ill. Ex_~erilllentai set-uR

The Ludwieg tube

The type of wind tunnel in which the experiments have been performed

is the Ludwieg tube. It is a conventional shock tube modified by the insertion of

a layer-spilling asymctric supersonic nozzle into the section upstream from the

diaphragm. When the diilphragm breaks, an expansion wave moves upstream

into the high-pressure section through the nozzle causing the local pressure,

density, ilnd gas velocity to change with time and as a function of distance from

tl1l' location of the diaphragm. At a time determined by the ratio of the nozzle's

throat ilrea to its exit area, the nozzle is choked, that is, the milSS flow rate is

frozen, and stable steady supersonic flow is established in the exit region. The

duriltion of this steady period is determined by the round trip time for the head

of the expansion wave to travel from the throilt of the nozzle ta the u pstream

termination of the high-pressure section. When the diaphragm brl'aks, other

wave phenomena are lIlso produced; viz, a shock Wilve and il contact surface

travel dowl1strl'am into the low pressure sl,ction. One can find derivation of

t11l' formulas relating tlK' IHr/.zle's paran1l'ters tü the initial conditions of the

Lube. By this way, high Reynolds numbers can be maintained in tlw l'xit region

under conditions of steady supersonic f1owl17j. The x-t diagram and a schematic

of the Ludwieg tube lire shown in Fig.3. A photograph of the Ludwieg tube is

sl10wn in Fig. 4.

The Ludwieg tube has two parts: a 6-in. diameter, S-ft long cylindrical end

piece and il 3-ft long transition piece thllt changes from 6-in dillmeter circular

cross section tü a 3.6 -x 3.6-in. square at the diaphragm. The transition piece has
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li plunger for rupturing the dillphrllgm. The high pressure section has five

pllrts: li h-ft -long ,l.6-xl.6-in. squMe test section with five opticlli ports on ellch

face <l11(i corresponding pressure ports; li l-ft -long trilnsition piece for the

chang!." from a l.6-x l.6-in. cross section to thl' 6-in.-diameter circle; a 5-ft-Iong,6

in.- diameter cylindrical piece; and two pieces that are each quarter-circle arcs of

2-ft rlldius with 6-in. diameter cross sections. The curved sections conveniently

extend the overall length of the period of steady supersonic flow. The wall

thickness is roughly of order of 0.3 inch.

A diaphragm is placed into the tube to separate the low pressure side from

the high pressure side and a vllccum pump will pump down the low pressure

section down to 110 torr. On the high pressure side, apuré Nitrogen dioxide is

loaded up to 33.5 torr slowly to prevent N0
2

condensation. Next we add pure

nitrogen to N0
2

up to about 1675 torr (absolue). One must run several times in

order to control the flatness of the free shear layer which is very sensitive to the

ratio of the high pressure P4 to the low pressure PO'

Once the pressures read the right magnitude and there is no leak in the system,

we mllke sure the trigger system is armed properly and also the anolog-digital

COIlVl'rters lire arml'd properly (\Vith the required sweep time and delay time).

Then the dillphragm is ruptured and the data are collected. Since the nitrogen

dioxide is poisonous and heavier than the air, extreme care must be taken in

m"nipul<.ting il. After firing the tube, it must be purged carefully for" long

period of time before another run. The system is purged by pumping down the

tube and by loading pure nitrogen in it for a while.

The anolog-digital converters lire triggered by li piezo-electric transduccr located

upstn'am of the diaphragm. In a piezo-electric transducer, the application of a

directed compression to a quartz or similar cristal causes an electric charge to

appear accros its faces. This eHect is called the piezo-electric effeet [la]. Actually



ln our system there are two transducers , thry enable us to monitor the

expansion fan, to determine the drla)' time for the trigger system and to

compute the drop in the pressu re in the high pressure side and consequently

the drop in the temperatufe can be calculated. In our experiment the delay time

was 14 ms.

Optical set-up

An optical system is used to collect the fluorescence signais from the test

section. (See Fig. 5.) An argon laser provides a beam which is split in three

beams such that the cross sectiono( the set of the beams is in triangular form.

The beams are sent through the free shear layer. TI1e intensity of the

fluorescence emitted by N0
2

molecules depends on the density of the N02

molecules in the flow and the intensity of incident laser beam. When the

diaphragm which separates the high pressure side from the low pressure side is

ruptured, an expansion wave moves upstream jnto the high pressure section.

The expansion wave causes the local pressure, density, and velocity to change

with time. The intensity signais collected by the photomultiplier tubes

fepresenl the local density of N0
2

molecules which is mixed with N
2

as the

flow gas. Therefore , the density or density fluctuation of N0
2

represent the

flow density or density fluctuation. After the diaphragm is ruptured , there is a

time at which flow through the nozzle is chocked, as a result of conservation

of mass, the flow rate is frozen and stable, and steady su personic flow is

established in the exit region of the nozzle. A free shear layer is created on the

nondiverging side of the nozzle as suggested by Fig. 6 where the typical

measuring stations are also indicated. By design, as a resuIt of the dimensions

of the system, tube wall does not ilffect the shear layer since the step of the

nozzle is Iilrge compared ta the size of the shear layer. '111e Mach number is 2.02

3?
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for ail of the measurements reported here. (This is a consequence of the specifie

nll/Jh' dwsen; it can be changed for future ('x~1l'rinwnts by a different choicc of

IHl/JIL's.)

'l'he optieal set-up consists of two systems which are labelcd as system 1 and

svstCI11 Il. A laser beam from an argon ion laser 488.0 nm wave length is used

as the overall light source.

Sy~tem 1 provides as output tluee beams in triangulaI' form. Mirrors and

k'nses are aligned in a way such that a large beam is produced and a mask with

thn'e holes is placed in the path of the beam. 1he three bcams formed in this

\Vay have the same size and the same intensity. TIley are 0.8 cm apart in the

first phase and another set of lenses translates the three beams so that they are

much closer to each other, 1.0 mm apart. This distance provides good spatial

n'solution so that an approximation can be made which allows the ca1culation

of velocities from the density rneasurernents.

Since the points where the measurements will be made are so close, it is

not possible to collect data using optical data using optical fibers unless a

magnified image is produccd. This is the function of system II. It consists of

iL'nses :ll1d mirrors which magnify the distance between the beams from

05mm to 1 cm. At the image plane of the magnified free shear layer, fiber optic

light pipl'S are arranged to colleet the fluorescent signaIs which arc carried to

the indivic!uaJ photomultipliers. These outputs are subsequl'ntly transmitted to

the anolog to digital converters for ultimate storage, through software and

hardware interfaces on computer disks. The spatial resolution of the

measurl'ment mainly depends on the separation between the measuring

points. The measuring points arc arranged such that the velocity components

ean be obtained and thercfore one component of the vorticity can be computed.



Density calibration

ln this (,xpl'riment the N0
2

molecules which 'He mixed \Vith pure N
2

molecull's ( 2n;" of N
2

in 98% of N0
2

) provide il good target for resonance

rildiiltion ilfter l'xcitiltion with the incident lilser beilm ilt 488.0 nm Wilve length.

The NU
2

molecules arc pumped up to vibrational excitation states by the argon

ion IJser. Although the N0
2

spectrum extends from 800 nm to near 400 mn

with ,1 very high density of lines, the fllJ(~rescence induced by the chosen laser

line (which is in the blue) is in the yellow and quite distinguishable for the

excitiltion \Vith simple filtering. The intensity of the fluorescence emitted by

N0
2

molecules is related to the density of the N0
2
inoiecules in the Dow and to

the intensity of the incident laser beam. This signal represents the local density

of N0
2

molecules ilnd thercfore the density and the density fluctuation of N0
2

rcpresent the density fluctuation of the flow.

The reliltion between the density and the intensity of the fluorescence is

cillled the calibration relation. For the chosen mixture mentioned eadier, the

intensity of the fluorescence is a function of the density and decays

exponentially as the density of N0
2

increases. This can be explained by the

interilction between the N0
2

molecules when an excited molecule of N0
2

interacts with ilnother N0
2

bdore falling back to a lower energy level radia tes

fluorl'scence light Ciln transfer energy to ,mother molecule. Therdore the

higher conccntriltion of N02moiecuies the IlIrger the number of interactions of

N02 mOIl'Cldes \Vhich results in il decn.'ilsing fluorescence. h)r a different

perccntage of N02 the calibration is shifted but the functionill reliltion between

the intensity and the density is unchanged.

The effect of temperature on the calibration has been determined. The set

up is shown in Fig. 7; a controlled concentration of NO in mixture with N is
2 2

temperé'hlre controlled by a bath of dry ice (C0
2

). The relation between density



<md f1u(n~scenc~ is detl'rmined over li rllnge of temperatures. From these

measuremt\nts, tlll' tt'mpl\rlltllrl\ clIlibrlltion factor is calculated using li lellst

squarel: fit to the lIppropriate dl\l1sity of states multiplicative fllctor. 1\ sllmple of

tlll'se n'sults is shown in Fig. R. In Fig. 9 the correctness of the use of a

multiplicative fllctor IS testecl for li sllmple of datll collected for li rllnge of

temperlltures; the overllll exponentilll behavior for the temperllture

independent part of the density-fluorescence calibration is confirmed. Since the

actual flow speed in the free stream is known as weIl as the flow speed at the

lIxis (from previolls measllrements), the calibration factor is easily chccked. The

temperatllre reached in the free stream is computed from the expansion wave

meaSllrements of pressure lit the Ludwieg tube's walls by the two transducers

located lIpstream of the lip· of the n07.7.1e. TI1e temperature is found to be

rollghly '1'= 274 oK for the temperature reached when the sllpersonic flow is

constant in the Ludwieg tube.

35
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IV- Analytical J2ro((·dllre, reslllts, and dis:ussions

Second viscosity

It is weil known that the second (or bulk) viscosity and the chemical

relaxation time are implicitly connected. However it is only relevant in

processcs whcre there is a compression or an expansion and it is usually

regarded as smaIl even when it is relevant. Nonetheless, it now seems

appropriate to determine in general whether or not there can be circumstances

where the influence of second viscosity might be important. This is the

situation where the velocity gradient is important. In the appendix, one can

find an apprroach that uses the macroscopic entropy production rate equation

in a reactive flow in order to explore the possibility of an explicit connection

between the second viscosity and the relaxation time.

Vorticity calculation

In a given flow field, it is possible that some parts of the flow field are

irrotational, while oth(\[ parts are not. The rotation of a fluid clement shall be

denoted by the rotation vcctor which is defined as the average anglliar velocity

of two originally perpendiclliar lines conceptually attached to the flllid clement

(lf intl'rl'st [20]. lt is clIstol11i1ry tn deal with the vorticity vector n which is

defincd as

n = 2 w (76)

The kinematic properties of the vorticity are similar to those of the velocity

vector. The components of the vorticity vector in the cartesian coord inates are

as follows



O=ow_ov
x

ày OZ

il =~_ ow
y oz ox

O=ov_Ou
1 OX èJy

(77)

)7

Where u, v and w are the velocity components in the x, y and z directions

respectivl'ly .

In any coordinates system, the vorticity vector satisfies the corresponding

incompressible vorticity continuity equation

!(n.O)ds=Ü
, (78)

s is the closed surface enclosing an arbitrary volume of fluid of interest and n

the unit outward normal to the surface element ds. The kinematic property of

the vorticity is referred to as the conservation of vorticity.

Let us introduce the circulation r of the vorticity

r = !(n. 0) ds
, (7lJ)

For a given vortex tube in an incompressible flow, the circulation of the

vorticity is constant and is essentially the product of the mean vorticity (lnd the

cross-sectionnl Mea. 'Illerefore when the cross-sectional area is smaller, the

vorticity is st ronger. That is why in a tornado which is a giant vortex tube the

air particules in the center rotate with a much higher angular velocity near the

ground where the funnel is narrowest [4J. TIle vorticity field of a compressible
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fi L' f' (II' vO =0 even thOlwh the dive[l7pnce of the ve\ocity is noow sa IS les tJ tJ

l,ct us also considcr, for cxample, a finite thin flat win,; which is

undcrgoing lift. The fluid beneath the wing near the wing tips will tend to

spil\ over the tip, then the circulation of the vorticity will te non-zero.

Thereforl' there must be vorticity in the fluid . 'Ille vortex tube cannot end in

the fluid, but must attach itself to the solid body ( as il tornado attached to the

ground ) or cxtend to infinity. Conscqucntly, when the lift is present ,the flow

field cannot be completely Eree from vorticity. Then a drag force must be

experienccd by the wing. A non zero drag force called induced drag must always

be present whcn there is lift. Conversely in the absence of the vorticity the net

lift experit'Ilccd by a finite body in steady flow is also zero. The vorticity is then

an important topic in fluid mechanics.

The compressibility is expressed mathematically through the divergence of

the fluid velocity and il is responsible for the eHects such as sound waves and

shock waves. The vorticity on the other hand, is expressed mathematically

through the curl or rotation of the fluid velocity and it is primarly responsible

for convective mixing and turbulence[21J. Uy making use of the isentropic

relation the pressure, and the temperature can be calculated. In our experiment

Wl' ..1re interested in measuring one component of the vorticity. Since the

mullipoint ll1easurements arc sl't such that J- dimensional local density

histories are obtained in our data, the time and space derivatives of the

density, pressure and temperature can be calculatcd.

Data and results

'l'he technique consists of measuring the density fluctuation by using the

fluorescence emitted by a mixture of 2% of N02 and 98% of N 2 targeted by a
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laser beam split in three beams of the same size. Seven measuring points are

Sl'Il'ctl'd in il (l'ftllin wlIY such lhllt li vl'!ocity ca1cull1tion (an b<.' made in the

free sheilf layer at the exit of the supersonic nozzle in the Ludwieg tube. 111e

calibrlltion curves (fluorescence vs density plots) have been used to obtain the

density fluctuation. 1he analog-digital converters used are the NICOLET 400

series and the photomultipliers are HAMAMATSU phototubes. The pressure

has lx'en controlled by a digit<ll MKS Baratron which provides the reading of

the low <lnd high pressures. A sample of on-axis fluorescence voltage signatures

is given in fig. 10. The raw data measurements show the appropriate qualitative

trend with increasing distance from the nozzle's edge.

Similarly for fully calibrated results, the trends along the aXIS and

tranSvl'rse to the aXIs are correct. "lhis conclusion is based on surveys

lhroughout the free shear layer, below Ils weIl as above the axis. A sample of

these measurements is given in fig.11. As described below, the density

measurements obtained from the calibrated fluorescence signaIs provide the

input ft,r the velocity computations which give us the vorticity data we require.

The density fluctuations we have obtained In our facilities are in good

agreement with the behavior of the gradient of the density which must

decrl'asl' from the lower edge to the upper edge of the free shear layer. In this

techllique of UF, more than the seven probes (a large number of points from

which the fluorescence will be collected) would have been reqllired in order to

mcaSlire all threc components of the vorticity; that is why wc have limited

ourselves to preparing for the measurement of one component of the

vorticity.

If the measurements are not made in the free shear layer when it is flat,

this expected relationship betwel'n the gradient of the density and the location
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of the point f rom whcre the fluorescence is being collecting will not be

observed. This lest l'nablcs us to make certain thllt t11l' measurements are good.

In frl'e turbulL'nt shear flow , then.' is production of turbulence. But this

production is delermined by the gradient of the tneJn velocity distribution,

which dl'pends in turn on the turbulence diffusion and bv convection. 'n1is

close connection bl'tween the turbulence and the mean- velocity distribution at

any section and those upstream makes it reasonable to eXpi!ct sirnilarity of the

total pllttl'fn l'ven though turbulence is continuously being produced by the

main motion through the turbulence shear stresses. IIowever the flow requires

sorne distance downstrearn before the self preserving condition is reached.

From previous measurements, we are able to focus on the region in the flow

where tl1l' self preserving status has been acquired.

Since the relationships are known with which velocities can be

determined from density [11], it remains to show that evidence of sharp

vl'locity gradients can be found in the velocity histories. Such gradients are

clearly present if signatures of velocity driven bursts in time are found

analogous to density bursts already observed in the free shear layer and

associated with the production of turbulent shocklets (Johnson et al . 1994). The

results from sllch studies are illustrated in Figs. 12, 13, and 14.

A sample of an axial velocity history is given in Fig. 12 with the

corresponding transverse velocity history given in Fig. 13. 1l1ese are Ux and Uy,

two components of the local flow velocity U. Although our set-up affords an

estimte of Uz, the third component, the spectral analysis of it shows a noise-like

behavior and the standard signatures of turbulence were not observed.

Nonetheless, with our set-up a reliable set of velocity calcuIations has been

produced which are adequate for one component of vorticity.

For Ux and Uy, velocity fluctuations are observed as follows :



u'· = li· - < LI .>
1 J 1

whl'rl' < LI? is llw <1\'l'r,lgl' valul' of U i

(80)

!-'rom lhis, we determine thl' history of PU'XU'y ilS shawn in fig. 15. The

evidence of bursts in pU' U' is quite c1eilf. Il provides a strong bilSis for <lnx y

expectation of dramatic influence from changes in U on the turbulent behavior.

A model for one component of the vorticity in the free shear layer

In our experiment, we have developed the ability to measure one

component of the vorticity at the Silme location in the [rel' shear layer of a

supersonic flow. By using the free sheilr layer approximations we have already

llsed to derive the eqllation of the motion, wc can derive the equation for the

vorticity ilS follows

DO
P k = P

Dt (81)

This equation has been derived from eqllation (37) in which aIl the terms are

zero or are assllmed to be negligible compared to the first term on the right side

which is

(82)

The second term in eqllation (37) is negligible because the derivative of the

velocity with respect to x which is smal1 is involved, the third term is zero

because the divergence of the velocity multiplied by the vorticity components

is also negligible for the third component of the vorticity.
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By applying the boundary approximation to our case this term (82)

2
an

2
an

~ 2
ày

where n is the component of the vorticity in the z direction

Thus the vorticity equation becomes

DO
P -D-t = ~ -ùy-l

(83)

(84)

PI if \\'l' ldke illlo dl'l'ounl lhe following relalion ( lhl' l'uk'urian derivative of

the vorticity )

on = an + U an + V an + W an
Dt at ax ay oz (85)

The last tluee terms in the left hand side in relation (85) are negligible using the

boundary layer-like approximations. Thus the equation for the vorticity can be

\\' ri ttl'll ,)S

2
an pao
--- '= 0
at P ùy2

(86)

This e"1uation is a partial differential equation of the type of one - dimensional

heat equation.
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From all of these derivations, we can now express the turbulent vorticity

.Q' in term of the derivative of the fluctuating part of the vclocity with regard

to our approximations as

OU'

ày

(87)

We can at this stage write the relation which enables us to analyse the behavior

of the transverse component of the vorticity.

The equation for the vorticity becomes a differential equation of a special

type. Becallse we are dealing with one component of the vorticity which can he

expressed as a scalar / that component can in tum he treated as a scalar. The

differential equation that govems the evolution of the vorticity in the free

shear layer at a fixed point and in a region where there is no intermittency

(since the measurements have been made at a fixed point on the x axis in a

region which is far away from the boundary of the free shear layer) can he

expressed in term of the fluctuation part of the velocity.

foor small distllrbances the fluctuation part of the vorticity at a fixed point

along the x axis can be written as

n' = 0'0 exp i(wt - ky)

where W is the angular velocity.

Equation (86) becomes for 0 '

iw + vk
2

=O

where

p
V ==-

P

(88)

(89)



Let us <lSSUll1e th<lt W is const<lnt, re<ll <lnd positive; then k vrould be a complex

qUJntity with two values

~
k = ~ -1-;

~ w (H)
2v

or

k2 => ~ w (l-i)
2v

The vorticity fluctuation can be written as

.0' 1 = Q'oexp(~ w y) exp i(wt
2v

or

+ • / ~y)/V 2v

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

One of these solutions is not consistent with regard to the behilvior of the

vorticity. From the x axis to the upper edge of the free she<lr lilyer, the vorticity

which CJn be expressed ilS the derivative of the velocity with respect to the y

coordinate, decreascs. Actually both solutions represent the evolution of the

vorticity in the negative y for (93) and in the positive y for (94).



l11Us, the amplitude of the vorticity must decreas'~ as y increases otherwise

the l11<1in flow would not bl' irrotation"l as it sllould bl', lleIlCl' we must retain

the solution O 2 since wc arl' ml'Llsuring the vorticity in the areLl where y is

positive.

ln addition to this, since the measlIrements are t"ken at the axis of the free

shear layer, y can be considered zero. Thus, we obtain for the f1uctuating part of

the vorticity the following expression

O'(t) = O'Oexp iwt

This expression will bl' written for clarty as follüws

O'(t) = Aaexp iwt

(95)

(96)

Let us take the Fourier transform of the above expression by \vritting first of all

the following Fourier series
00

n::: - 00

l,et us now consider the Fourier transforrn[25]

O'(t) = !A(W) exp (iwt)d(w)

\vhere

1 .
A(w) = - f D'(t) exp (- iwt)dt

2n -~

The power spectrum is

2
S(W) = IA(w)1

ln our case the process begins at a time t = 0 sllch that

(97)

(98)

(99)

(100)



.0I( t) = [2' () exp ( i LI) ot)

Q'(t) = 0

for 0 < t < 00

fort<()

(101 )

(102)

h'ads toA(w)
Q'

A(w)= O_

2JTi(w - wo)

Thus tilt' GI1culiltioll of

And the power spectrum is

S(w)

2
.0'o

(103)

This function is a Lorentzian and it is symmetric about the dominant natural

frequency WO. This power spectrum is very sharp with ail the power

concentrdted in the Wo component .

One can conc1udc that in the free shear layer and for smaIl disturbances of

the vorticity , the componcnt of the vorticity in the z direction is governed by a

partial differential cquation of the type of the heat equation . For flllctuating

voticitil'S, the z-component of the vorticity can exhibit one dominant mode in

the frl'l' sheZlr layer, if the distllrbances arc assumed to he wcak , which provides

a clear resonance signature at a frequency corresponding to the dominant

mode. This is a direct and inl'vitable consequence of the functionill form of the

dependence of the fluctuations in vorticity which we have derived . Thus , the

measure of the evolution of vorticity in time can provide a clear test for the

existence and physical implications of dominant modes in turbulence.
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IV . Conclusion

111e use of laser induced fluorescence provides il new measure of density

in turbulent flow whose ctllibrtltion ctln be made including temperature effects .

Such effects arc multiplicative imd takc on a form which is proper from a

quantum mechanical point of view. The use of thi~; technique is restricted in

spatial n'solution only by the details of the optical set-up. It is restricted in time

resolution only by the bandwidth (,md the sampling rate) of the analog to

digital conversion hard ware.

With the density measurements achieved above, direct velocity

estimations at a point are now possible for the local flow U. A three probes

array is rcquired with which, by stereoscopie reconstruction and a backward

stepping approximation, aIl tluee componentsof U can be calculated.

Furthermorc, by achieving U at two points separated in x and y, one

component W z of the vorticity can be calculated a~1d its evolution in time at a

point determinl'd. Preliminary results based on two components direct velocity

estimations, show strong signatures of Reynolds stress bursts consistent with a

pronounced presence of velocity gradients in the flow.

5ince strong velocity gradients as observed afford anomalous viscosity and

vorticial structures, a set of a thcoretictll predictions for turbulent flows where

this gradients are found. When V.U 1'- 0 and one has high Reynolds nllmber

rl'acting flow, l'nhanced second viscosities are possible in fully turbulent flow .

Furthermore, for turbulence with dominant modes, the fluctuations in

vorticity will be peculiarly sensitive with a resonance-like signtlture to their

presence.
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Contour Plot: Streaky Structures at Different Transverse
Locations along the Streamwise Direction
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Schematic of the Free Shear Layer at the Outlet Region
of the Nozzle and the Center line of the l'hree Line

Laser Bearn Probes
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Second Viscosity Enhancement in Turbulent Nonequilibrium Flow

Jean Chabi Grou· and Joseph A. Johnson TIlt

CeNNAs, florida A&M University, Tallal~assee, FL 32310

Abstract

A physical model for entropy production associated with reactive flow is

prcsented. The general form X(t) oc (1- e r )has the correct asymptotic be

haviors for t->O, t->'t and t->oo for finite 't where 't is the relaxation time. From

this, a relationship between the second viscosity and the relaxation time for

A+I3->P is modeled from the macroscopic entropy rate equation. Finally, using

a first order approximation for reaction rate distortion from reduced molecuIar

chaos, enhanced second viscosities can be predicted for strongly turbulent fluid

systems with long relaxation times and V • V -:j:. o.

Nonmencli1ture

S =entropy

s =specific cntropy

Q =quantity of heat

T =absollltc temperatllre

e =specific internaI energy

A =arca

p =dcnsity of the fluid

V =velocity

dv ==vol urne clement

ct> =dissi pa tion function

(J =cntropy generated per unit volume per unit tirne

()()



t

X

Li
1

Re

t

~

11

S

=relaxation time

~l'I1tropy gl'lH'rated by chemicill rCilction

=dcriviltive of the component of the velocity vector in x direction

with respect ta x

=Reynolds number

=time (laboratory time)

=viscous stress tensor

~dynamicviscosity

=second viscosi ty
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Introduction

It is usually assumed that the second (or bulk) viscosity and the chemical

relaxation time are connected. However, the second viscosity is only relevant in

processes where there is a compression or an expansion and it is usually re

garded as small even when it is relevant. 1 Nonetheless, it now seems

appropria te to determine in general whether or not there can be circumstances

where the influence of second viscosity might be important.2 This seems

espl'cially intcresting since, in sorne situations, effects due to turbulence are often

treilted as l'ffects due ta anomalous viscosity. The present paper uses the

macmscopic entropy production ra te equation in a reactive flow in arder to

apprOilch :he possibility of a connection bctwl'en the second viscosity ill1c.l the

reL1xiltion timc. In addition, by using the qualitative implications of recent

expcrimcntal results, we will specula te on a role for turbulence in these

phenomena. Generillly stated, this model is proposed on intuitive ilrguments.

Entropy and a Relaxation Process

The total change of entropy in a system is



2

S S - rdQrev
.. 2 - .. 1 -. '1'

1

where wc hilve ilssumed the system is brought From state ] to state 250 that

S2 - SI = L1S0 + ~Si.

The first term in the right is the entropy carried into the system over the

boundaries From outside and the second term is the entrop~1 produced in the sys

tem during the proccss.

In what follows, we are going to deal with a system in which the entropy

carried into the system is zero and the last terrn in the above equation is gener

ated by viscosity, thermal conduction and chernical reaction. Specifically, we

define cr to be the entropy per unit time and <1> to be the dissipa tion function.

Specifically, <1> can be interpreted as the irreversible dissipc:tion of the mechanical
1,

energy into heat caused by the viscosity per unit time per unit volume.

With thesc dcfinitions, the energy balance can be expressed as follows:3

fffp( g~ -; ~ yv= fff(<t>-div(ij))dv

where
- -

cp =di~J(VIl)- Vdivll

du Jv dW (dU Jv)<[)= 1 -+ -+ -+ --- +
J .u dx Il)')' dy Il:.z Jz. f.1 x)' dy dX

+J1 (Jv _dW)+ '[ (Jw _dUJ
)'z Jz. dy f" xz dx dz

in which the velocity vector V has components (u, v, W), Jl is the viscous stress

tensor and {J is the cncrgy flow vcctor. The previous equation becomes:

fiI p( De _L DPJd =-ffii. ZidA fff«ll _q. VTî~
T Dt p2 Dt v T + T '(2 r V
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5incc

( P JTdS = de-l~J dp
p'~

wc now have:

JJfp ~~dv = -fkfffpsdv = - JI iJ-dA +JJf o-dv

whore Œ=(; _q~~T}
V/hen the entropy generated by a chemical reaction is taken into account,

an additional term is required in the expression of the entropy source. The new

expression for the entropy becomes

Tds =de-(; }p+rdx

where r = J :s J. vanishes if the gas attains an unconstrained equilibrium at
'l X C,p

aIl time.

In order to derive a relationship between the additional term and the en

tropy source, one notices that the expression for the entropy source becomes:

(5- cf) _q.VT +pr dX
-} r2 lat

We will limit ourselves to the case of a chemical reaction of the type A+B->P

where A, il and Pare assumed to be norunonoatomic perfect gases4 and Xis the

entropy generated by the chemical reaction during the process. Because the reac

tion stops after a finite time, X must reach a limit value which is its value at equi

librium and, at that time, the derivative of Xwith respect to time becomes zero.

On the other hand, the process being irreversible, the entropy must in

crease from zero to the limit value in a way which agrees with the active relax

ation process. Assuming that X is only a function of time and that it satisfies the

above statements, the profile of Xcould be a function of the form:
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The general behavior of X=x.(t) during a relaxatIon process would be as is shown

in Fig. 1 \"/here 't is the relaxation time. We alsa assume thnt Boltzmann's

equation holds.5

Second Viscosity and Relaxation Time

Let's consider a chemical reacbon which starts at t=O with X =O.
,

Elaborating the approximation above, we a,ssume that the value of X becomes
1 _i

proportional to (1-(1/ e)) at t=1' and stops when t is large enough so thate r is

almost zero. Whatever value 't has, provided it is a finite one~ equilibrium will

eventually be reached. If the entropy at equilibrium is independent of 't, then Xeq

is independent of 't and the rate of change of X is fixed. The expression of the en

tropYsource· becomes:

The last term is the entropy generated per unit bme per unit volume by the

chemical reaction .

For t fixed and a smnll relaxation time, the equilibrium is, of course,

reached more quickly than when the relaxation time is large. For one-dirnen-

sional flow, one now finds:
4
31J +c; 2 q.VT pl ~

a = T Ux - T 2 + Tr xeqe

Next we restrict the treatment to an isolated system at a constant temperature;

this restriction ignores heat released (or absorbed) by the process A + B ->P. The

entropy source then becomes:
4
-1J+ç

cr = 3 u2 + Pr X e-~
T ;r Tr t!q

7b



Thus the energy balance equation[ta;es the form: J
De P D - 17 +ç pr 1

HI p(- ---.EJdV = fH 3 u: +-X, e-; dv
Dt p2 Dt T Tr q

By rcstricting our treatment to a perfect and nonmonontcmic gas at a constant

temperature in an isolated system, the integrands in the energy balance equation

cannot depend on time macroscopically. This means that the derivative of cr with

respect to time must be zero and, consequently, the entropy generated by the

molecular process must be balanced by a change in the viscosity. Since the sec

ond viscosity alone is free to show a change with time, it is constrained by the

energy balance equation above as follows:.

dç pr l _!.--=--x e rdt u 2 r 2 eq
x

These results are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. Setting bç=(prXeq/ux
2), we

1

h l dç e-~. F' 2 F th . d' d' db' l 's ow--vs-2 In Ig.. or erangemtan 'tIn lcate ,asu stantia sensl-
b~ dt r-

tivi ty in dç/d t is observed; this is particularly true, for exampie, at low velocities

U x and high densities p. The relative magnitudes are indicated in Fig, 3 which is

él slice through Fig. 2 at 't=3D ~ec.

Notice that as the relaxation time decreases, the overall entropy change due

to the chemical reaction increases. For decreasing relaxation times, there corre

spondingly (from the equations above) is a decreasing role for the evolution of

second viscosity to play in the entropy balance.

Second Viscosity, Relaxation Time, and Turbulence

It has been observed that fully developed, as weIl as tr2.nsitional,

turbulence can be described by qualitatively predictable Orr-Sommerfeld like

behaviors in the form I=I(Re, Repeak) where l is the turbulent intensity and



Repeak is the Reynolds number at maximllm turbulent intensity.6 It is also

observed that the reaction rate decreases with increasing turbulent intensity.7

For '!== '!(Re) and l == I(Re),we get '! =t(Re(I)) implicitly where l is the tUIDulent
intensity. Notice r :s ens!. Then the form

Re~O

r =r CXr(l- (Rc- ~c-"-~_tJ!_)_2J
o Rc2

1"01

is a suitable intuitive first approximation.

This expression is now combined with the expression above for dç/dt to

achieve the behaviors shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4 one notices that the range

of non-zero turbulent intensities increilses as the value of Repeak increases. A

typical valoe for Repeak would be roughly 106; using this value and a value of '!

=30 Ilsec, one obtains the range of values for dl;/dt shown in Fig. 5. Here as in

Fig. 2 the rnost dramatic changes are seen at very low values of laboratory time.

Nonetheless, values for t (roughly 1 Jlsec < t < 40 ll5ec) are found during which a

significant influence of relaxation time and turbulent intensity on the evolution

of second viscosity is possible.

Conclusions

By using a physical model for entropy production associated with reactive

flow, a relationship between the second viscosity and the relaxation time is de

termined from the milcroscopic entropy production rate equation. This relation

ship enables us to predict the behavior of the second viscosity when turbulence

evolves in a nonequilibrium flow. Taking advantage of previous studies which

have concluded that the reaction rate decreases when turbulence increases, one

can argue that the second coefficient of viscosity increases when turbulence in-

crease~.

It is difficult to normalize X==x(t); therefore the results obtained here for the

second viscosity as a function of the relaxation time and the Reynolds number
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give only qualitative behaviors. Nonetheless, a relationship has been established

between the second viscosity and the relaxation time for a nonequilibrium

process. We have shown how this ielationship can Iead to a dependence of the.

second viscosity on turbulence. For a flow where V. V "F Q, anomalous viscous

effects can therefore be expected, under sorne circurnstances, for turbulent

nonequilibrium systems.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. A Model for the Entropy Gener,1tion Term Resulting from a Chemical

Process.

Figure 2. The Sensitivity of the Rate of Change in Second Viscosity (dl;/dt) to

Changes in Laboratory Time (t) and Chemical Relaxation Time Ct).

Figure 3. A Slice through the Contour Plot in Fig. 3 at 't = 30 Jl5ec.

Figure 4. The Sensitivity of Turbulent Intensity to Changes in Reynolds Number.

Turbulent Intensity is indicated by Ir.t and Repeak is the value of the Reynolds

number at peak turbulent intensity as discussed in Ref. 6.

Figure 5. The Sensitivity of the Rate of Change in Second Viscosity (dl;/dt) to

Changes in Laboratory Time (tlab) and Reynolds Number. A value of

Repeak =1.0xl06 is used for this contour plot.
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Contour Plot: 1 Q.S vs. (t , 't )
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Part B

A THEORY OF HOMOGENEOUS

CONDENSATION

Abstract

In this study of the theory of homogeneous condensation, we have

proposed another approach beyond the classical theory of .homogeneous

nucleation. A stochastic model has been proposed for the droplet growth. We

start from the Landau-Ginsburg theory , we have obtained a Langevin type

cquation. The Langevin type equation for the radius of the nucleus is

transformed to a Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution function .We

calculate the number of simple water molecules that can be fixed by the

isolated liquid droplct from which the probability P(r) of finding water within

a given volume around the critical droplet is computed. P(r) is not strictly

Zl'ro inside the criticLlI radius LI ;it's the soft core mode\. In the hard core

model the rate of growth of the d roplet has bcen found anLllytically whereas

in the soft core model the rLlte of growth (an be found only numerically .
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A THEORY Of HOMOGENEOUS CONDENSATION

I-Introduction

A great deal of experimcnts has been donc on condensation of gases in

nonequilibrium flO\vs especially in cloud chambers and with supersonic

nozzles [1] ,{2]. At the Center for Nonlinear and Nonequilibrium Aeroscience

(CeNNAs), a special interest has been focusing recently on the turbulence at

the contact surface in the shock tube {3], and evidences of condensation of water

at the contact surface have been found using the light scattering technique {4] .

On the theoretical side, there is a classical theory of homogeneous

nucleation of water vapor condensation but limits have been found for this

theory {5]. First of aH, we present the background which aHows us to describe

the classical theory. Then we will present a soft core stochastic model for the

droplet growth, followed by a hard core mode!. Finally we will discuss how this

theory can improve our knowledge about homogeneous cond.l!nsation in

different phenomena such as dew formation, clouds, rains and thin film

growth.

11- BACKGROUND

In absence of secds (soot, dust ) let us consider a cloud of water vapor

containing supersaturated vapor. To understand the meaning of a

supersaturated vapor, let us look at the P,T thermodynamic diagram (Fig. I31);

we find far from the critical region the following behavior



The Clausius - Clapeyron equation gives the equation of the saturated line such

that

A
1n Poo(T) = - T + B

The Clausius -Clapeyron equation reads

(1)

dPoo(T)
dT

L(T)
ilV T (2)

s =peT)
Poo

A and B are constants·

L(T) is the heat of vaporisation

ilV is the difference of volume between the liquid and the gas phases

P(T) the isentropic line (constant entropy and adiabatic process) crosses the

saturation line somewhere at S = 1 where S is the saturation ratio.

(3)

At S = 1 the vapor is saturated with 100% humidity and when S is greater

than 1 the vapor is supersaturated with no appearance of condensation. In

general, an adiabatic process follows Poisson law

dP
---
dT

where

y P
y -} T

Cp is the specifie heat at con.'.:;tant pressure

Cv is the specifie heat at constant volume

(5)



Then

P
--
Po

y
T 

(1 )y-l
o (6)

III - Classical theory of homogeous nucleation (Becker-Doring

theory

Now how come· water vapor becomes a liquid water droplet? We will

present now the c1assical theory of homogeneous nuc1eation[6].

We assume two main steps . Firstly there is the formation of a water droplet of

critical size , secondly the growth process of the water droplet . And the present

study will only deal with the second step, that is the growth of the water

droplet.

We will briefly describe tile first step. In a cloud volume of supersaturated

water vapor, the molecules of water are attracted together and may form

c1usters of a number of individual molcculcs. '1l1ese clusters are not stable

*
until they reach a critical sizc whosL' critical radius is r .

If a c1uster does not reach the critical size it eventually disappears and the

water molecules arc scattered in the supersaturated bath. The critical radius r

is given by

* 2CJ
r =-------

R
Pc(-) T ln S

~ (7)



(J is the surface ten..c:;ion

P( is the critical density of water

R is the ideal gas constant

).l is the molecular weight of water

When the critical size is reached, the droplet can grow.
There are two main approaches for the theory of the droplet growth: a

deterministic one and a stochastic one ~ but bath lead to the same type of

results [6].

The growth rate dr is constant (Thompson law ). It can he expressed as
dt .

follows

dr _ peT) - PoiT)
---------
dt 1

[2J[(~) TY
or as

dr *
r(t) = (dt) t + r

The nuc1eation rate 1 follows the Eyring law

W1= Q exp --
knT

where

kB is the Boltzman constant

W * is the cnergy barrier

Q is the statistical prefactor called the frequency factor

(8)

(9)

(10)
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The mechanisms of growth are evaporation and condensation of simple water

mo1ecules on the surface of the drop let, diffusion of droplets and coalescence of

severa1 droplets colliding together. There is W * an activation energy which is

a usual ingredient in these theories [71. lhe Arrhenius exponential factor gives

the dominant contribution. 1 the nucleation rate represents the number of

critical size droplets formed per unit time and per unit volume. In 1939 Volmer

[51 showed that

* 2
41f(r ) ()

exp - 3k
B
T

(11)

where NAis the Avogadro number.

4=-1Tr ()
3

*W

We can immediatly see that the activation energy is given by
')

*...

(12)

In nonequilibrium flows we have in general P(t) and p(t). The pressure and

the density of the gas involved are time independent therefore the nucleation

rate is time dependent: l(t). fïnally the condensate mass fraction l(t) obeys to

the following rate equation

~ = ~(P T 1)
dt "

dl
-= 41Tp
dt C

,,3

let) r (TcJ + dr

pet) 3 dt

I(T)

peT)

2

o

(13 )
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We also have the case where P(X,t), p(x,t), l (x,t), l(x,t) are position and

time dependent functions.

We would like now ta present sorne new approaches of the theory of droplet

dr
growth. The results are that dt is no more a constant but is time dependent.

IV- Soft core stochastic mode) for the drop)et growth

(Chandrasekhar-Hertz [8]]

This model \Vas used for the stellar distribution theory, a nearest

neighbour random distribution of stars. We assume a liquid droplet of critical

radius r*= a bathing in water vapor. Then consider the droplet of radius a

forming a core which cannot be penetrated by simple water molecules coming

close to the surface of the droplet. w(r) the distribution of simple rnolecules

around the isolated spherical droplet is given by

w(r) =[1 -(W(r')dr}1T/
(14)

yielding

4
.1

1Tr 2
w(r) =exp (- 3 )41Tr

(15)

If cl N is the number of simple water molecules in the shell between rand

2
r+dr, and dv = 41Tr dr is the elementary volume of the shell



4
3

l1T 2
dN =k exp (- 3 )4nr dr

Which leads ta

(16)

N = 41Tk

Thus

a

4
J

1Tr 2
exp (- 3 )r dr

(17)

dN- = df(r) = I1(r)dr =
N

•

4
J

na
N=kexp(- )

3

N is the total nurnber of water rnolecules that can be fixed by the isolated

liquid droplet.

k being a proportionality constant between dN and dv
3

41[r 2
k exp (- 3 )41[r dr

N

(18)

(19)

(20)

is the probability of finding liquid water within a given volume elernent dv

around the critical droplet.

Then the distribution function is
2 3 3

I1(r) = 4nr exp(- 41[/3(r - a »

The distribution function has the required form and one can see that I1(r)

tends to zero when r tends ta zero, but inside the critical radius a, I1(r) is

not strictly zero, that is the soft core model (Fig. B-2).

We will study now sorne useful properties of this distribution function.



d [3] 41f 3 3- I1(r) = 1-21fr 81fr exp - -3 (r - a )
dr

(21)

=0

The solutions are

r = 111.1 for IT max

21f

r = 0 for IT min

r --+ 00 for IT
ll1in

(22)

r=·

a

3 1L 41fa3 j00 1L
r I1(r)dr =(-) /3exp -- 3 U /3exp - UdU

4rr 3 4rra;3

(23)

- 3 1; 3 4 [ 4 41I"a
3

]r =(-) Jexp 41fa f(-) 1- 1(- , )
41f 3 3 3

where
00

r( ) f
-1 (m-l)d

m = e t t

() .

m is real

(24)

(25)



1 fZ - T (1ll-1 )
l(m,z) - e T dT

f(m)
1)

fez) is the gamma function and lem, z) 1 the incomplcte gamma

function.

Let us put a ~ 0 to give an idea of the value of r

_ 00 r(~) 41ra 3

r =l r Il(r)dr= exp 3
o (41f)~

3

But the exact value of r is

90

(26)

(27)

r=

(28)

where

[ ,l,4 41Ta'
g(a) = 1 - I(T' 3 )

(29)

dl'
Let us now l'X tract dt for l' ~ r hl characterize the droplet growth. hom

expression (19) we can writl'

dr
--
dt

l

fI(r)

df(r)

dt
(30)



Now it rl'mains ta ca!cll!atl'
df(r)

dt
indepl'ndent!y

9]

_ -3

df(r) ~ dy _1 = ~ In(y) =~ ln (41Tr )
dt y dt dt dt 3

_ "')

_df_(r_) = 3_d In(r) = 4n _dr_ + 3 _d ln g(r*)
dt dt dt dt

*a =r is the critical radius

Let us write

20
A=--

R
Pc-T

Il
If

(:11)

(32)

(33)

Then

r * A
PIn-
p=

...,
>< >.:-

ci r = __r _ ~I n P
dt A dt

The calclliation gives



f
I

* drr(t-tc0 = f (tc0 + - de
de

10

-3
'" 3 4rrr

r(t, t<0 = f (tc0 + 7 xP 3
5r

with

*3
r (t)

, 2

[In~~]

92

(36)

(37)

r(~)
3

",3

41Tf
r:::: ---exp 3

(41T) 1/3

3

'"g(r)

(38)

We might need ta introduce as in the case of stellar distribution nO the

number of va par water in the medium 1 then

w(r) == [1 -fW(r')dr'] 4rrr2110

l'hus

4
.\

nr 2
w(r) = (exp - 3 oo)4rrr 00

Then the results are changed only slightly and are then more general.

(39)

(40)
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v- HARD CORE MODEl

Now we assume that I1(r) == 0 strictly inside the core, it is the hard

core model instead of the soft core model describcd earlier. Again wc consider

dN the number of simple molecules of water in the shell between rand r+dr is

k'given by (it makes sense because if the molecules is far from the core
n

r there

is practically no chance to stick to the liquid droplet) , k 1 is a constant real. With

the same method we can write

k' 2.dN =~41fr )dr
n

r

By integration, one obtains

J
OCk' '1

N = "14nr)dr

a

(41)

(42)

Thus the number of water molecules that can be fixed by the isolated liquid

droplet is

41fk'N = aO-n)

(n-3)

Also

~ =dfn<r) = I1 n(r)dr

(43)

(44)



With
n-3

a
Iln(r) =(n-3) n-2

r

for r Z. a

and

- foc (n-3)r = rIl (r)dr = a
a n (n-4)

which is valid for n>4

See Fig. B-3 for the distribution function

dr 1 dfn(r)
--
dt fln(r) dt

(45)

(46)

(47)

9/1

- 3
dfn(r) =~ ln 41T(r)

dt dt 3

*3 dr
- --

* dtr (48)

- n-2 * >je

dr =_3_ (r! ') dr = 3 dr _1_ (n-3)n-:
dt n -3 (1')11-.0 dt dt n-3 n-4

* * J

dl' = _ (r r i.ln P
dt A dt

Then

dr- = hs(t)
dt

where h is the growth factor indcpcndcnt of time due to the proposed

(49)

(50)

(51)



mechanism.

n - 3
h = 3 (n - 3)

(n_4)n-2

and S(t) is the time evolution
* '1

)

A. d
set) =- (r -ln P

A dt

We can, express the radius evolution as follows

95

(52)

(53)

or

'"
r(t, t<0 = r (ta) - hA

d(JnP(t))

'. [In :J
(54)

>< l
r(t, t<0 = r (tt0 + hA P(t)-

In
p~

Whcrc

ln P(t<0
P~

(55)

Pex: is given by the Clausius - Clapeyron law (1)

And one can write the evolution of the radius in the following form

* '" *
r(t,tc0 = r (ta) + h (r (t) - r (tt0)

(56)



Application for the non-equilibrium flows

The growth ratp of the droplpt Îs

96

dl
-= 4np
dt C

where

,
* J

l( t)( r (ta)

3p(t)
+ dr

dt
o (57)

~ • *
r(T, T0') = r' (T0') + h (r (T) - r (T0'))

and l(t) is obtained by integration.

What is usually calculated is the variation with time for a given partic1e

path of

a) the nucleation rate 1
b) the number density of critical clusters (droplets) which is

* 4 .Jp c
N =-TIr -

3 p

(58)

dl
c) dt is tl1L' condpn.sation rate

d) 1the condl'nsiltl' Ill"SS fracti(ln

VI- Discussion

Wc have prl'SL'ntl'd a theory of homogeneous nucleation of gases, which

can he applied to equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions. The growth rate

is no more a constant as in the cl,1ssical Becker-Doring theory [6J. ln our theory



(for t small )

the growth rate is time dependent according to two different models : the soft

core model and the hard core model.

In sorne phenomena related to droplet growth as dew formation[lO], it has been

found successively after the critical sizc has bcen reached the following law

dr IIJ
-- t
dlnt

9"

(for medium range of t)

It was interpretcd as isolated

dr 112
--'''' t
dlnt

growth without coalescence, then

(for t large)

It was interpreted as growth with coalescence in one dimension. Finally

dr
- t
dlnt

This last case was interpreted as growth with coalescence in two dimensions

(the usual linear growth law of classical theory ). These successive laws were

found experimentally and through computer simulations. We can use our

theory ta explain with one unified reasoning the peculiar behavior of dew

formation which is <11so encountered in thin film growth [11]. This is the object

of future research projccts.
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